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Important Methodological Concern Regarding
the Article “Effect of Leg Half-Squat Training
With Blood Flow Restriction Under Different
External Loads on Strength and Vertical
Jumping Performance in Well-Trained
Volleyball Players”: A Letter to the Editor

Nicholas Rolnick1 and Okan Kamis2

We would like to commend Wang et al1 on their investigation
into the 8-week chronic training effects of blood flow re-
striction (BFR) on trained volleyball players. Novel to the field
was the comparison between low-load BFR (30% 1-repetition
maximum, RM) and heavy loads (70% 1-RM) (HL) with and
without BFR applied at an estimated 50% arterial occlusion
pressure (AOP). BFR was prescribed in a commonly rec-
ommended fixed scheme (30 repetitions followed by 3 sets of
15)2 while HL strength training was performed for 4 sets of 8
repetitions. Results indicate that HL strength training with
BFR performed better in thigh muscle strength and jumping
performance than low-load BFR exercise and in some mea-
sures exhibited non-significant improvements over HL
strength training. The results are surprising given previous
research has indicated no additional benefit with the addition
of BFR to HL on muscle strength measures3 although one
study did show improvements of performance in rugby ath-
letes.4 Nonetheless, the results of this study provide prelim-
inary support for the use of BFR during HL strength training to
elicit significant gains in strength and jumping performance—
factors thought to be important in improving volleyball
performance.

However, we want to highlight a significant methodo-
logical limitation that impacts the interpretation of the study.
We agree that utilizing a limb circumference equation is an
appropriate surrogate for determining AOPwhen using single-
chambered bladder systems capable of achieving full arterial
occlusion.5 However, Wang et al1 implemented the
B-Strong� cuff (BStrong Training Systems�, Park City, UT,
USA), a multi-chambered bladder system,6 fundamentally
reducing the validity of the limb circumference algorithm used
in Loenneke et al5 that was determined using a 5 cm and

13.5 cm wide single-bladder elastic and nylon cuff. Multi-
chambered bladder devices are designed to reduce the po-
tential for full arterial occlusion7 and are not an appropriate
device for integrating the AOP equation as it will likely greatly
underestimate the applied pressure given its construction is
designed to avoid the potential for such personalization of
pressure.8

Prior research has shown that the multi-chambered bladder
system is unable to personalize pressures and has difficulty in
modulating resting blood flow—factors that are likely im-
portant to inducing some of the beneficial effects of BFR
exercise. Citherlet et al7 showed that femoral blood flow was
unaltered from resting conditions with pressures as high as
300 mmHg, a pressure that is almost double to that used in the
current study (180 mmHg).1 In addition, Citherlet et al7 ap-
plied arbitrary pressures in lieu of %AOP because the
B-Strong� cuff could not apply enough pressure to determine
AOP in any of the participants, prohibiting a relative pressure
assessment on resting blood flow. This is important as there
appears to be a minimum amount of applied pressure (∼50%
AOP) needed to induce fatigue accumulation during BFR
exercise.9 As fatigue is thought to be a primary mechanism of
action in promoting the beneficial effects of BFR exercise,10
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applying a relative pressure of at least 50% AOP in the lower
extremities is likely very important to eliciting the effects of
BFR exercise. However, that assumes the restrictive cuff can
apply 50%AOP. The pressures used in the current study likely
did not alter resting blood flow to induce any effect related to
the BFR stimulus and therefore the results should be viewed
with caution.

For comparison, Citherlet et al7 was able to determine
AOP using a single-chambered bladder research cuff
(Hokanson [Hokanson, Bellevue, WA, United States]) of
similar width as the cuffs employed in Wang et al1 and
showed that AOP was reached in the lower extremities with
cuff pressures between 188–223 mmHg. This pressure is
similar to the pressures used in the current study but it
should be pointed out that pressures of as little as 40% AOP
(75–89 mmHg) were able to modulate blood flow to a
significant degree during resting conditions in the Ho-
kanson device, nearly half of the applied pressure used in
Wang et al1 during exercise. While it is convention to assess
AOP during resting conditions and apply it during exer-
cise,2 it is recognized that AOP increases slightly during
exercise from resting conditions11 but that increase is likely
not practically meaningful. Thus, due to the low pressure
applied in the current study, it is questionable whether any
significant effect of the pressure applied was able to induce
a BFR-related effect. Unfortunately, the authors of the
current study did not report volume load over the course of
the intervention, a metric that could have enabled inter-
pretation on the potential impact of the restrictive stimulus
provided by the B-Strong� bands.

Our opinion is that the results align closer with sup-
porting the benefits of limb compression on athletic per-
formance rather than BFR per se. As prior research has
shown that limb compression enhances maximal strength to
a greater degree than when performed without,12 it is
plausible to hypothesize that the bilateral stimulus applied
to the legs during exercise enhanced some form of stretch
reflex in the working muscles beyond that of HL strength
training alone. For example, powerlifters have long applied
compression sleeves to the knees during squatting to
augment muscle strength and improve acute concentric
muscle contraction velocity.13 The applied BFR stimulus
may have contributed to augmenting the compression of the
musculature underneath the cuff application in the hip
region, acting in a similar capacity to compressive therapy
applied to the knees. Unfortunately, as muscle activation
and concentric contraction velocity14 were not measured in
this study,1 it leaves many questions unanswered as to the
acute performance responses of the HL BFR group. As BFR
continues to gain more popularity, it is important to un-
derstand device features and that may impact the BFR
stimulus. We hope that highlighting this important meth-
odological concern shapes future research endeavors on the
topic.
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